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Abstract—This paper studies the economic environmental
energy-saving day-ahead scheduling problem of power systems
considering wind generation (WG) and demand response (DR) by
means of multi-objective dynamic optimal power flow (MDOPF).
Within the model, fuel cost, carbon emission and active power
losses are taken as objectives, and an integrated dispatch mode
of conventional coal-fired generation, WG and DR is utilized.
The corresponding solution process to the MDOPF is based on a
hybrid of a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-
II) and fuzzy satisfaction-maximizing method, where NSGA-II
obtains the Pareto frontier and the fuzzy satisfaction-maximizing
method is the chosen strategy. Illustrative cases of different
scenarios are performed based on an IEEE 6-units\30-nodes
system, to verify the proposed model and the solution process,
as well as the benefits obtained by the DR into power system.

Index Terms—Demand response, low-carbon electricity,
multi-objective dynamic optimal power flow, NSGA-II, wind
generation.

NOMENCLATURE

A. WG and DR

t, T Time period, time horizon.
P fore

WG , PWC,
PWG

Forecasting WG power, WG curtailment,
actual WG output.

nDR Number of DRs.
P cap

DR Power capacity of DR.
ξ Expense related to DR power capacity.
Pmax

L Maximum load of the power system.
εmax, εmin Load percentages to decide DR status.
PDR Active power output of DR.
CDR Total expense on scheduling a DR.
ζ, ζ+, ζ− Electricity price for DR.
λ Switch variable denoting the dispatch status

of DR.
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B. MDOPF
u Vector of control variables.
f Objective function.
M Number of objectives.
nG Number of coal-fired generations.
PG, UG Active power injection and voltage of gen-

eration.
nSC Number of shunt capacitors.
B Shunt susceptance value of shunt capacitor.
a, b, c Cost coefficients of generation.
CG Expense on coal-fired generation.
α, β, γ Emission coefficients of generation.
nbus Number of system buses.
δij Phase difference between bus i and j.
Gij , Bij Conductance and susceptance of the line

between bus i and j.
U,Umin, Umax Voltage, voltage limits.
Pmin

G , Pmax
G ,

Qmin
G , Qmax

G

Active and reactive power limits of gener-
ation.

Bmin, Bmax Shunt susceptance limits.
PL, QL Active and reactive load.
σ Spinning reserve percentage.
P down

G , P up
G Ramp and descending rate limits of gener-

ation.
nL Number of system lines.
SL, S

max
L Line power flow, power limits.

C. Algorithm

nPQ Number of system lines.
H Penalty function.
∆ Out-of-limit value.
cf Synthesized objective function considering

penalty function.
g Current iteration times in NSGA-II.
h Dynamic adjustment factor.
µ Objective satisfaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOW-CARBON electricity has long been a core issue
in power systems to cope with climate change, fossil

energy shortage and environmental pollution [1]. So power
scheduling should be planned considering both economic and
environmental goals [2], [3]. Given the fact that power wastage
is ubiquitous during transmission and sometimes can be pretty
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considerable in large grid, minimizing power loss is also
necessary to be taken into account [4].

Optimal power flow (OPF) [5], [6] is a method proposed to
determine the generation schedule of the committed units so
as to meet the load demand, with control variables adjusted to
optimize specific objectives and simultaneously with respect
to constraints on the network such as nodal power balance,
bus voltage, etc. So a multi-objective OPF model is an
appropriate way to mathematically describe optimal power
scheduling. Many of the existing researches on multi-objective
OPF with at least three or more objectives primarily relies
on the approach of a static framework [7], which is used
to optimize for a particular point in time. However, the day-
ahead power scheduling plan should be made under the time
horizon of a whole day, where the inter-temporal correlations
such as generator ramp rate and load fluctuation need to
be carefully considered. Therefore, researchers have proposed
inter-temporal or dynamic optimal power flow (DOPF) which
is an extended method to solve OPF across a time-horizon [8]
by incorporating the inter-temporal constraints. Economic en-
vironmental energy-saving day-ahead power scheduling based
on multi-objective dynamic optimal power flow (MDOPF) is
of research value but is seldom reported.

Wind power generation (WG) as an application of
the environmentally-friendly renewable wind energy, brings
greater challenges to power system operations with its high
penetration into the system [9]–[11], and its anti-peaking
feature which may deteriorate the peak-valley differences of
the daily net load curve [12]. This phenomenon threatens the
stability of the power system and calls for more spinning
reserve in case of emergencies. In addition, low-carbon ef-
forts also gives rise to new resources on the user side such
as distributed renewable energy with large-capacity energy
storage devices which can sometimes generate energy for
the network if under the management and regulation of the
power system. Development of the smart grid and electricity
market brings about a demand response (DR) strategy [13],
[14]. An integrated dispatch scheme involving the two sides
can be much more effective [15], [16], and DR is proved
to be effective in cost savings, emission reduction, and load
shifting [12]. With the participation of WG and DR, the
variation and flexibility of the power system is increased,
necessitating dynamic optimal scheduling research under such
circumstances. S. Gill et al. [8] studied the DOPF problem
of active distribution networks containing renewable energy,
flexible demand and energy storage under an active network
management context. Z. Bie et al. [17] and R. Ma et al. [18]
established a day-ahead unit commitment model considering
WG and DR.

MDOPF is a large-scale, nonlinear, non-convex optimization
problem with both static and inter-temporal constraints, and
the objectives in a multi-objective optimization problem are
essentially restricted and conflicting. Researchers have studied
and applied many mathematical optimization techniques espe-
cially heuristic optimization algorithms, such as differential
evolution [19] and non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-
II (NSGA-II) [20]. In [18], the proposed dynamic multi-
objective unit commitment problem is solved by NSGA-II to

obtain Pareto optimal solutions, and the fuzzy satisfaction-
maximizing method is adopted in decision-making.

In this paper, we studied an economic environmental
energy-saving day-ahead scheduling model of a wind inte-
grated power system considering DR as part of a MDOPF
problem and proposed a solution process based on NSGA-II
and the fuzzy satisfaction-maximizing method. First, a power
system with WG and incentive-based DR is modeled. Next,
a MDOPF framework considering WG and DR is built, with
minimum generation cost, carbon emission and net loss as
objectives. Then, the model’s solving method is developed.
Finally, a case study on MATLAB is conducted to prove the
effectiveness and practicability of the model and proposed
solving method.

II. MODEL FOR POWER SYSTEM WITH WG AND DR
Day-ahead power scheduling for a wind integrated power

system first requires load demand curve and WG output
curve forecasting. Considering having excessive wind power
curtailed, the WG output PWG(t) is decided by:

PWG(t) = P fore
WG(t)− PWC(t) (1)

Equipped with an energy storage system and renewable
energy system, the incentive-based DR is a typical type of
interactive resource based on a program giving incentive
payments to induce higher electricity usage in the valley load
period and create generation to power systems in the peak [13].
An agreement between dispatchers department and consumers
is signed declaring the power capacity P cap

DRj and the involved
time periods. A related fee ξj (j = 1, 2, · · · , nDR) is prepaid
by the dispatch department. During the whole scheduling time
horizon, DR behavior is needed when the power demand
exceeds or drops below a certain percentage of Pmax

L . Con-
sidering DR as a generation, its power output should be:{

PDRj(t) > 0, PL(t) ≥ εmaxPmax
L

PDRj(t) < 0, PL(t) ≤ εminPmax
L

(2)

Thus, the peak load can be reduced and the valley load is
increased. This phenomenon is the so-called load shifting.
Note that the DR with such a kind of quality is effective in
accommodating wind power, especially faced with an anti-
peaking WG output curve. The anti-peaking future means
that the WG generates abundantly during the valley load
period while poorly at the peak load time, which contradicts
with load shifting. Based on the forecasting load curve, the
dispatch department determines the day-ahead scheduling of
the power system and informs consumers of the plan at length.
Consumers can provide feedback to make some adjustments.
Another part of the payment for consumers is calculated
according to the power dispatched in this particular period.
Thus, the total expense on scheduling a DR resource at tth
period is:

CDRj(t) = ζj(t)PDRj(t) + λj(t)ξj (3)

where

ζj(t) =

{
ζ+
j , PDRj(t) > 0

ζ−j , PDRj(t) < 0
(4)
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and

λj(t) =

{
1, PDRj(t) 6= 0

0, else
(5)

III. MDOPF MODEL CONSIDERING WIND GENERATION
AND DEMAND RESPONSE

A MDOPF framework of a wind integrated power system
with DR is designed as follows. The optimization horizon is
for a whole day split up into T (T = 24) time periods. The
control variable vector is u(t) = [PG1(t), · · · , PGnG−1(t),
PDR1(t), · · · , PDRnDR

(t), PWC(t), UG1(t), · · · , UGnG
(t),

B1(t), · · · , BnSC
(t)], where nG − 1 denotes that the active

power of generation on the reference bus which is excluded.

A. Objectives

1) Minimize Generation Cost

f1[u(t)] = min

T∑
t=1


nG∑
i=1

CGi(t) +

nDR∑
j=1

CDRj(t)

 (6)

where

CGi(t) = aiP
2
Gi(t) + biPGi(t) + ci (7)

The WG regulation is deemed costless, so the optimization
sums the generation cost of every coal-fired generation and
dispatchable DR throughout the whole time horizon.
2) Minimize CO2 Emission

f2[u(t)] = min

T∑
t=1

{
nG∑
i=1

[αiP
2
Gi(t) + βiPGi(t) + γi]

}
(8)

We consider the wind power generation process and DR
resource as pollution-free, so the objective sums only the
carbon emission of the coal-fired generation units together,
as shown in (8).
3) Minimize Active Power Loss

f3[u(t)] = (9)

min

T∑
t=1

{ nbus∑
i=1

Ui(t)
∑
j∈Γ

Uj(t)[Gij cos δij(t)+Bij sin δij(t)]

}
where Ui(t) is the voltage of the bus i (i = 1, 2, · · · , nbus) at
tth period; Γ is the cluster of all buses connected with bus i.

B. Constraints

1) Static Constraints
For ∀t = 1, 2, · · ·T , it is required to ensure the following

static constraints.
1) Power balance limits

∀i = 1, 2, · · ·nbus (10)

PGi(t)− PLi(t)−
Ui(t)

∑
j∈Γ

Uj(t)[Gij cos δij(t) +Bij sin δij(t)] = 0

QGi(t)−QLi(t)−
Ui(t)

∑
j∈Γ

Uj(t)[Gij sin δij(t) +Bij cos δij(t)] = 0

2) Generation limits

Pmin
Gi ≤ PGi(t) ≤ Pmax

Gi ,∀i = 1, 2, · · ·nG (11)

Qmin
Gi ≤ QGi(t) ≤ Qmax

Gi ,∀i = 1, 2, · · ·nG (12)

3) Bus voltage limits

Umin
i ≤ Ui(t) ≤ Umax

i ,∀i = 1, 2, · · ·nbus (13)

4) WG curtailment limits

PWC(t) ≤ P fore
WG(t) (14)

5) DR capacity limits

|PDRj(t)| ≤ P cap
DRj ,∀j = 1, 2, · · · , nDR (15)

6) Shunt susceptance limits

Bmin
k ≤ Bk(t) ≤ Bmax

k ,∀k = 1, 2, · · · , nSC (16)

7) Branch power flow limits

SLi ≤ Smax
Li ,∀i = 1, 2, · · · , nL (17)

8) Spinning reserve of power system
nG∑
i=1

[Pmax
Gi − PGi(t)] +

nDR∑
j=1

[P cap
DRj − PDRj(t)] ≥ σPmax

L

(18)

2) Dynamic Constraints
The active power ramp rate constraint of the coal-fired

generations is:

−P down
Gi ≤ PGi(t+ 1)− PGi(t) ≤ P up

Gi ,∀i, t (19)

Considering the ramp rate limits, generation limits can be
decided by:{

Pmin
Gi (t) = max{Pmin

Gi , PGi(t− 1)− P down
Gi }

Pmax
Gi (t) = min{Pmax

Gi , PGi(t− 1) + P up
Gi }

(20)

IV. SOLUTION PROCESS

The proposed MDOPF model, as an extension of a tra-
ditional OPF, has increased the number of control variable
manifolds, and the inter-temporal constraints need to be dealt
with. In addition, the three objectives are conflicting, which
means the impossibility to have them all optimized in the same
time frame. In this paper, the optimization is spilt into sub-
problems with their inter-temporal constraints and is solved by
a corresponding solution process shown in Fig. 1. The mains
steps are as follows:

1) Obtain day-ahead load and WG forecasting curve, and
set t = 1;

2) Status of coal-fired generations effected by the previous
dispatch schedule is estimated, and the power output limits in
the current time period are decided. By comparing the current
power demand with εmaxPmax

L and εminPmax
L , the dispatch

state of the DR resources, whether as generation or load, is
determined;

3) Apply NSGA-II to obtain Pareto optimal solutions,
and decide the compromise optimal solution via the fuzzy
satisfaction-maximizing method;

4) t + 1, and judge if t has exceeded the schedule time
horizon. If so, full day-ahead optimal scheduling is obtained;
if not, return to step 2).
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Start

Obtain day-ahead load and WG forecasting curve,set t=1

t=1?
Yes No

Compare PL(t) with εmaxPL
maxand εminPL

max

PL(t) εmaxPL
max PL(t) εminPL

max else

PDRj(t)=0
min

PDRj(t)=0
max

PDRj(t)=PDRj
max cap

PDRj(t)=−PDRj
min cap

PDRj(t)=0

Initiate decision variables & Load system data

Calculate power flow

Calculate objective values

Fast nondominated sort & calculate crowding distance assignment

Generate offspring

Reserve elites

Reach iteration limit?

Finish interation

Select compromise optimal solution

MDOPF solution

End

t+1

t  T ?

PGj    (t)=PGj
max max

PGj    (t)=PGj
min min

PGj    (t)=max{PGj , PGj (t−1)−PGj      }
min min down

PGj    (t)=min{PGj , PGj (t−1)+PGj  }
max max up

No

Yes

Yes

No

Fig. 1. Flowchart to solve MDOPF.

A. Penalty Function Method for State Variable Constraint in
MDOPF

To ensure the constraints on the state variables such as bus
voltage and reactive power generation limit, we applied the
dynamic penalty function method based on the work in [21].
Note that the active power output of coal-fired generation
on the reference bus is not the decision variable. Its power
injection is acquired after the power flow calculation, so we
consider it as one of the state variables.

It is necessary to determine if the PV bus reactive power, PQ
bus voltage, reference bus power and generation ramp-rate are
within their limits. If so, the corresponding penalty function
of this section is set to 0. Otherwise, the penalty function is
calculated as:

HQ[u(t)] =

nG∑
i=1

[
∆QGi(t)

Qm
Gi

]2

(21)

HU [u(t)] =

nPQ∑
i=1

[
∆Ui(t)

Um
i

]2

(22)

HGp[u(t),u(t− 1)]

=

[
∆PGp(t)

Pm
Gp

]2

+

{
∆[PGp(t)− PGp(t− 1)]

∆Pm
Gp

}2

(23)

where the denominator represents the limit. If the upper bound
is overstepped, the denominator is set as the upper bound.
Conversely, it is set as the lower one. The numerator denotes
the out-of-limit value.

The total penalty function is calculated by:

H[u(t)] = HQ[u(t)] +HU [u(t)] +HGp[u(t),u(t− 1)] (24)

During NSGA-II optimizing, the non-dominated sort and
crowding distant assignment proceed based on the calculation
of the synthesized objective cfm[u(t)]

cfm[u(t)] = fm[u(t)] + h(g) ·H[u(t)] (25)

where fm[u(t)] denotes the value of the objective m(m =
1, 2, · · ·M); g is the current iteration times in NSGA-II;
h(g) = g

√
g is the dynamic adjustment factor which in-

creases with the iteration accumulation. Thus, the synthesized
objective of the scheme with out-of-limit variables is enlarged
dramatically, and the scheme is to be eliminated during the
optimization.

B. Three-dimensional Pareto Optimal Frontier and Syntheti-
cally Optimal Solution

Based on genetic thought, NSGA-II is an advanced algo-
rithm which can reach Pareto optimality via non-dominated
sorting techniques and the crowding distance operator. Pareto
optimal sets of a triple-objective optimization problem form
a Pareto frontier in three-dimensional space, with each non-
dominated solution referring to a schedule in this period. The
three-dimensional Pareto frontier can indicate the macroscopic
relationship among the three objectives. The Pareto frontier
contains rich information, providing decision makers with
whatever they prefer to choose.

Among all the feasible solutions in the Pareto front, a syn-
thetically optimal one is chosen through the fuzzy satisfaction-
maximizing method. For a single non-dominated solution
numbered by n, the satisfaction µn

m of each objective value
is calculated by a falling semi-trapezoidal fuzzy set func-
tion [18]:

µn
m =


1, fm ≤ fmmin

fmmax − fm
fmmax − fmmin

, fmmin ≤ fm ≤ fmmax

0, fm ≥ fmmax

(26)

where fmmin, fmmax are the maximum and the minimum
value of objective m in the Pareto solution set, respectively.

Then the total fuzzy satisfaction µn of the nth non-
dominated solution in the Pareto frontier is calculated by (27)
and the one with the maximum value is selected.

µn =

(
M∑

m=1

µm

)
/

(
N∑

n=1

M∑
m=1

µm

)
(27)
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V. CASE STUDY

We carry out a case study based on an IEEE 6-units\30-
nodes system on MATLAB, with a 24-h optimization horizon
split up into 1-hour time-steps and with two scenarios:

1) Power systems with traditional coal-fired generations and
a wind farm at bus 8;

2) As for scenario 1, three DR resources are added at bus
2, 8 and 22, respectively.

The system outline is as shown in Fig. 2. Both the wind
farm and DRs are located at the buses with relatively larger
power demand. The day-ahead forecasting system load [22]
and WG power output profile are shown in Fig. 3. Power
demand at each bus typically drops before dawn and climbs in
the morning. The WG output is a representative anti-peaking
profile from a wind farm in China, to simulate the worst
circumstances. Parameters for the coal-fired generations are
listed in Table I.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram based on 6-units\30-nodes system.

In scenario 1, coal-fired generations and WG regulation
are available with the means to be dispatched. Without WG
regulation, i.e. WG output and the daily load form the power
demand from coal-fired generations, the anti-peaking WG out-
put would deteriorate the peak-valley differences by digging
the demand curve’s valley while barely ameliorating the peak
load condition. If the demand drops to a level in which all coal-
fired generations need to break their lower limits on power
output, grid reliability is jeopardized. And the sudden rise of
power demand in the morning may require unrealistic ramp
rates for coal-fired generations. Therefore, only by curtailing
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Fig. 3. Forecasting system load and WG output profiles.

wind power can the grid maintain supply-demand balance and
reliability, as in scenario 1. Since wind curtailment causes
energy waste and frequent operations, one purpose to introduce
DR is to help handle the problems. Related parameters for DR
resources in scenario 2 are listed in Table II.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF DR RESOURCES

DR
j

Bus
i

P cap
DRj

MW
ζ+j

$/(MW·h)
ζ−j

$/(MW · h)
ξj
$

1 2 15 5 −3 10
2 8 20 5.5 −3 15
3 21 10 6 −4 10

Within NSGA-II, we set the population size as 100, Pareto
fraction as 0.35 and generations as 500. Examples of Pareto
frontiers in scenario 1 and 2 during simulation are shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Each dot refers to a feasible dispatch scheme
which satisfies constraints on the generation and network.
Single dots form a line indicating that reducing CO2 emission
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional Pareto frontier, Scenario 1, 15th period.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF COAL-FIRED GENERATIONS

Gen i Bus i Pmax
Gi

MW
Pmin
Gi

MW
Qmax

Gi
MVar

Qmin
Gi

MVar
Pup
Gi

MW
Pdown
Gi

MW
ai
$/(MW2 · h)

bi
$/(MW · h) ci $/h

αi

t/(MW2 · h) βi t/(MW · h) γi t/h

1 1 80 40 150 −20 20 20 0.02 2 0 6.490 × 10−6 −5.554 × 10−6 4.091 × 10−6

2 2 80 40 60 −20 20 20 0.0175 1.75 0 3.380 × 10−6 −3.550 × 10−6 5.326 × 10−6

3 22 50 25 62.5 −15 13 13 0.0083 3.25 0 5.638 × 10−6 −6.047 × 10−6 2.543 × 10−6

4 27 55 30 48.7 −15 14 14 0.0250 3 0 4.568 × 10−6 −5.094 × 10−6 4.258 × 10−6

5 23 40 20 40 −10 10 10 0.0250 3 0 4.568 × 10−6 −5.094 × 10−6 4.257 × 10−6

6 13 50 30 44.7 −15 15 15 0.0625 1 0 3.245 × 10−6 −2.777 × 10−6 2.045 × 10−6
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will increase generation cost, along with reducing power loss.
In scenario 2, when pursuing economic goals, the generation
cost can be lowered to 1022.40$, with 0.6038 t CO2 emission
and 4.5681 MWh power loss. Likewise, the environmental aim
will be best achieved with high monetary expense. Comparing
the solution of minimum generation cost with the one of
minimum CO2 emission, we find that CO2 emission can be
cut by 0.01374 t with a 29.37$ increase in generation cost,
meanwhile net loss can be reduced by 0.1655 MWh, which is
beneficial to the electric line maintenance.
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Fig. 5. Three-dimensional Pareto frontier, Scenario 2, 15th period.

Listed in Table III are day-ahead solutions of the two
given scenarios. Comparison of the solutions implies that
CO2 emission and net loss in scenario 2 are 0.1127 t and
4.1255 MWh lower than that in scenario 1, while generation
cost increases by 448.28$. The calculations point out that, with
DRs participating, the optimizing result can achieve 8.79%
reduction in CO2 emission and 4.55% reduction in net loss,
by increasing 2.19% of the power generation cost.

TABLE III
OBJECTIVE VALUES OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS

Objective value Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Generation cost ($) 20467.91 20916.19
CO2 emission (t) 1.2823 1.1696
Net loss (MW·h) 90.6068 86.4813

Detailed day-ahead scheduling solutions for scenario 1 and
scenario 2 are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Power output
curves for generations in scenario 1 are more fluctuant than in
scenario 2, especially generation 2 with an obvious decline
during 11 to 13 periods and three times that of the large
ramp or decent close to the limit. Through data analysis, it is
found that the total ramp power of all generations throughout
the whole day is 591.8358 MW in scenario 1 while it is
577.8710 MW in scenario 2. So, the DR’s behavior can
mitigate the power fluctuation of coal-fired generations. In
scenario 2, negative values of DRs in the valley period denote
that they need to absorb power from the system. Furthermore,
during the valley period, considering the fact that wind power
output brings about a sudden fall in power demand of the
WG connected bus, which would definitely cause voltage and
stability problems on this very bus if no measure is taken,
a DR resource is introduced here to better accommodate the

wind power. The simulation result turns out to show that, each
DR, whether in the WG connected bus or not, have similar
schedules. Thus, by means of MDOPF, the burden on one
particular bus can be shared by other participants throughout
the whole system. WG power injection into the grid would
not cause that much impact on the optimal scheduling of the
local DR resources, as we may have considered.
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Fig. 6. Optimal day-ahead scheduling for scenario 1.
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WG schedules of the two solutions are compared and are
shown in Fig. 8 and Table IV. Obviously, curtailment of wind
power is remarkably reduced when DR participates. Data
analysis proves that, wind power curtailment in scenario 2
is 21.52% less than that in scenario 1. And utilization of wind
power has been increased from 76.78% to 98.3%. With a better
utilization of renewable energy achieved, the DR’s capability
to accommodate wind power is manifested. It is noteworthy
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that the WG output curve in this case study represents a worst-
case scenario among all actual possibilities. Still, wind power
can be well accommodated, showing the effectiveness of the
proposed model and solution process.

TABLE IV
WG CURTAILMENT AND PEAK-VALLEY DIFFERENCE OF LOAD

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

WG curtailment (MW·h) 44.5281 3.2678
(%) 23.22 1.70

Peak-valley difference of net load (MW) 112.61 79.22
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Fig. 8. WG schedule curves comparison.

Figure 9 compares system net load under two scenarios.
In scenario 2, net load is obtained by adding DR to the
fixed load demand. DR’s schedule can alleviate peak-valley
differences of the net load curve, by reducing it by almost
30% of scenario 1.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a MDOPF model for day-ahead schedul-
ing of wind integrated power systems with DR and proposes
a solution method based on a hybrid of NSGA-II and fuzzy
satisfaction-maximizing theory. Through the case study and
analysis, it is shown that:

1) The integrated dispatch mode of a conventional coal-fired
power generation, WG and DR is effective to accommodate
wind power, alleviate peak-valley differences of the load curve
as well as carbon emission reduction.

2) DR’s participating can help coordinate the conflicting
objectives by promoting low-carbon and low-loss benefits.

3) By investigating an extreme situation of the WG output
curve, simulation results of the case study highlights DR’s
capability in accommodating wind power and the shifting load.

The model and the solution method this paper presents are
proved to be of effective and practical value. WG uncertainty
is to be considered in future research.
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